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Abstract 
In 2004 one of the most devastating forest fire started since we have official records and statistics of fire 

occurrence in Spain. On a fire prone context on July 27, 2004, in Minas de Ríotinto (Huelva, Spain) the largest 

forest fire of the last century and the third largest in the statistical history of Spain initiated. It was extinguished 

more than three weeks later. The combination of exceptional meteorological, topographic and vegetation 

conditions resulted a four hours free fire behaviour that burned 4.000 hectares in a 27.000 hectares final 

perimeter. The economy of the affected settlements and towns was severely damaged not only by the loss of 

the production of cork, but by the loss of much of its agricultural and livestock production as well as other 

silvicultural activities, logging and hunting. It was one of the first fires with problems in wildland urban 

interfaces at large scale because of more than 1000 people evacuated from their homes. Inside this fire prone 

area, one of the most affected places was the small town of Berrocal which saw how more than 90% of the 

territory in the municipality was seriously affected by fire. Also, one of the most active firefighting crews 

working in the fire belonged to this town.  
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 Introduction  

  

In 2004 one of the most devastating forest fires started since we have official records and statistics of 

fire occurrence in Spain. On a fire prone context on July 27, 2004, in Minas de Ríotinto (Huelva, 

Spain) the largest forest fire of the last century and the third largest in the statistical history of Spain 

initiated. It was extinguished more than three weeks later. The combination of exceptional 

meteorological, topographic and vegetation conditions resulted a four hours free fire behaviour that 

burned 4.000 hectares in a 27.000 hectares final perimeter. More than 1.000 people were evacuated 

from the towns of Berrocal, Escacena del Campo, Minas de Riotinto, Nerva, Paterna del Campo y 

Zalamea la Real (Huelva province) and from Aznlacóllar, El Castillo de las Guardas, El Garrobo, 

Gerena y El Madroño (Seville province). The economy of the affected settlements and towns was 

severely damaged not only by the loss of the production of cork, but by the loss of much of its 

agricultural and livestock production as well as other silvicultural activities, logging and hunting.  

The catastrophic fire among other material and human damage caused the death of two citizens 

disoriented by the smoke in the interior of his car. They tried to run out but they were achieved by fire. 

Some horus later the pilot of one of the extinction helicopters was seriously injuried during the 

approximation maneuvers to take water.  

The Minas de Riotinto Fire was one of the first wildland fires with serious problems in wildland urban 

interfaces at large scale because of more than 1000 people evacuated from their homes. Inside this fire 

prone area one of the most affected places was the small town of Berrocal. This area saw how more 

than 90% of the territory in the municipality was seriously affected by fire. Also, one of the most active 

firefighting crews working in the fire belonged to Berrocal.  
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 Methods  

 

The present paper researches through personal interviews and analyzes the situation of these people, 

firefighters (brigade members) and citizens, in 2014, ten years after the fire.  

The study work was intended to extract information in order to try to understand one of the most 

overlooked realities within the human dimension of fire as it is the condition of people who have 

suffered these losses. A series of interviews was conducted in Berrocal (Huelva, Spain), a 300 habitants 

towns, with key actors related to the process. It took place at the beginning of 2013. 

During the interviews to 25 people (1 wildland firefighting technician, 5 firefighters, 1 mayor and 13 

civilians), the goal was to known to the persons affected directly by 2004 fire or not directly affected 

by suffering the effects ten years later. Among other things, the interviews touched on the so-called 

message of natural resources but also childhood at Berrocal, memories and future plans. Interviewed 

were treated sensitively in the interviews, taking into account their serious suffering from the event 

and even trauma (some cases). 

Most of older people in Berrocal were older than 70 years old in 2004 (80 years old in 2014). At this 

study time there was a part of the population aged below 40 years and other part below 13-15 years.  

 

 Results and discussions 

 

Many of citizens of Berrocal feel completely abandoned by regional instituions. The view shared by 

the majority of participants was indifference from the point of view of refussing to discuss the fire 

topic (again). 

Some of the interviewed belonging to the elder group have not preserved a clear memory of this past 

situation. 

Because they were too young in 2004 the members of the 13-18 years old didn’t have memories of 

those unforgettable days from almost the rest of the population. 

 

 Conclusions 

 

This fire events permited an effective learning from past wildland fire incidents and important safety 

lessons. Also permited a large number of lesson learned from wildland fire incidents from the point of 

view of managers. However, the human part not belonging to firefighting services felt abandoned a 

few years after the fire.  

The media have contributed in some cases to create a growing excess of pressure in the popolation 

during the first years focusing on the past not their present even their future. 

It seem not to be clear for civilians the human factors in wildland fire safety, including impact of legal 

and institutional responses on wildland fire. 
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